
SPRK Curriculum 
Engineering Lesson Content 
1.1 Introduction to Engineering 

 
→What is engineering?  
→NASA for Kids: Intro to Engineering 
→What is Engineering-sketch animation 
→Who are engineers?  
(mechanical, civil, software, etc.) 
→ Engineering Design Process 

1.2 Machines 

 
→How do engineers observe and think about machines? 
→ Rube Goldberg Machine 

Robotics Lesson Content 
2.1 Introduction to Robotics →What is a robot? 

→What makes something a robot? 
→Identify several different robots and the tasks they do 
→Engineers design robots to do specific tasks 
→What skills do you need for a career in robotics? 
→NASA and robots 

Computing Lesson Content 
3.1 Computer Science 

 
→Algorithms 
→Codes 
→Computer bugs 
→Games 
→Robots  

3.2 Digital Literacy + Information Technology 

 
→How can computers help you learn? At        home? At school? 
At work?  
→Internet, web safety, and personal information 
→Computer parts  
→How is data stored? 
→How have computers changed over time? 

3.3 Coding  

 
→What is coding? 
→How does it work? 
→Benefits of learning coding  
→Careers for men AND women 
→Common coding languages  

Sphero Lesson Content ~ Labs 
4.1 What is Sphero?  →The program 

→Videos of Sphero in action 
→Toy + learning tool  
→App examples 

4.2 Introduction to learning with Sphero  →Why use Sphero to learn?  
→How will we learn? 
→Connecting Sphero 
→Heading and aiming 

Draw N’ Drive Lesson Content ~ Labs  
5.1 Introduction to DrawNDrive App →Demo (aiming, drawing, shake to clear, color) 

→Length vs. speed 
→Secret message 
→Exploration/play! 

5.2 Alphabet & Numbers →Lowercase letters a-z 
→Can you program your name?  
→Numbers 
→Number sentences (program/draw the answer) 
→Drive Sphero to correct answer on floor 

5.3 Geometry & Measurement →’Draw’ triangle, square, rectangle, pentagon, hexagon 
→Partner describes characteristic of polygon; partner ‘draws’ 
polygon 
→Draw lines and measure in different unit 

MacroLab Lesson Content ~ Labs  
6.1 Introduction to MacroLab App 

 
→Introduction to commands 
→Demonstration/model 
→Exploration/play! 

6.2 Time, Speed and Distance 

 
→Relationship: time, speed, distance 
→Create one-line program that moves Sphero at a steady pace 
for a specified time 
→Measure to determine distance traveled 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wE-z_TJyziI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bipTWWHya8A


→Divide to compare measurements 
→Create two-lined program that moves Sphero to a certain 
position and then moves it back where it started 

6.3 2D Geometry →Sphero’s heading (0-360 degrees) determines the direction it 
will roll 
→Write a program to make Sphero draw a square, triangle and 
pentagon 
→Angles, clues, formulas 

6.4 Mean, Median and Mode 

 
→Solve open ended problems with guess and check 
→Relationship: rate, distance, time 
→Generate data 
→Calculate mead, median and mode from a data  set  

6.5 Percentages  

 
→Create one-lined program that moves Sphero at a steady 
speed for a specified amount of time 
→Measurement 
→Division to calculate speed and percentages 
→Create two-lined program to display a color  
→Primary colors 

6.6 Patterns and Colors 

 
→Create multi-lined program to display colors sequentially 
→Sphero and mixing primary colors 
→Patterns 
→Morse code 

OrbBasic Lesson Content ~ Labs 
7.1 Written Code →Different languages and their uses 

→Video from programmer at Sphero 

7.2 Introduction to OrbBasic App →Introduction to commands 
→Demonstration/model 
→Exploration/play! 

7.3 Go to and Variables →Create a program that rolls Sphero out a distance and back, 
and then stops 
→Modify OrbBasic programs to delay variables 

7.4 Circles and If Then →Create a program to roll Sphero in a circle  using a variable to 
store heading 
→Modify OrbBasic programs with if/then statements to fix 
errors 
→Modify OrbBasic programs with if/then statements to light up 
the circle with different colors 
→Modify OrbBasic programs to increase the size of the circle at 
the end of each cycle 

7.5 Sensors and Random →Create a program that changes the color of Sphero when it 
senses that it is in air 
→Create a program that recognizes when Sphero collides with 
something and then changes color 
→Create a program that sends Sphero in a random direction 
after a collision 

STEM Challenges Lesson Content ~ Labs 
8.1 STEM Overview 

 
→Introduction to STEM Challenges 
→Collaboration, Communication, Creativity, Critical Thinking 
→What makes a good teammate? 

8.2 Chariot Challenge →History of the chariot 
→Engineering Design Process 
→Design and create Sphero chariot  
→Build a macro for Sphero to navigate through a course 

8.3 Bridge Building Challenge →Engineering Design Process 
→Research bridges  
→Communicate plan 
→Design and build bridges from finite resources 
→Program Sphero to drive across bridge 

8.4 Hydro Hypothesis Challenge →Engineering Design Process 
→Build a contraption to transport a load across water 
→Buoyancy, density, surface area 
→Properties of materials 

8.5 Maze Mayhem Challenge →Engineering Design Process 
→Program Sphero to navigate a maze 
→Measurement 
→Gather and analyze data  

 


